Each cavity is mounted in an individual cryostat (see Frequency spectra of the fields induced by beam in four superconducting accelerating cavities of CESR collider are measured and analyzed. Resonance frequencies and Q values of cavity higher order modes are extracted from these measurements. Most of higher order modes have Q values less than 2000. However, few of them have higher Q. The results are compared with computer calculations of higher order modes.
INTRODUCTION
The Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) is a single ring symmetric electron-positron collider operating near the v4S) resonance (E = 5.3 GeV). The peak luminosity achieved in CESR is 1 . 3~1 0~~ cm-2sec". It operates with nine bunch trains in each beam (five 19mm bunches spaced by 4.2 m / 14 nsec in a train), with a total beam current of up to 780mA. The upgrade of CESR performance was achieved due to general machine upgrade, in particular due to upgrade of the CESR RF system.
Presently, the upgraded accelerating system of CESR
[ 13 has four 500 MHz single-cell superconducting niobium cavities in operation that replaced the old 7-cell copper cavities. The cavities are installed into CESR in pairs where they are spaced by 3 m (5 wave lengths).
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Figure 1 : Layout of a CESR cryomodule. 
MODE CALCULATIONS
Since higher order modes can propagate in the wide beam tube between the cavities in a pair, two cavities in a pair are strongly coupled in terms of higher order modes and should be considered as a single two-cell cavity module in HOM calculations.
Calculations of higher order modes of the cavity module [3], [4] , [5] were done using the CLANS computer code [6] taking into account actual lossy properties of the ferrite HOM loads. CLANS is a 2D code and therefore the module geometry was simplified for the calculations: a regular wide beam tube was considered instead of a fluted one. However, this simplification should have only a small effect on results Frequency, GHz 
BEAM MEASUREMENTS
In a single bunch mode operation, at a low beam current (4 to 4.5 mA) frequency spectra of beam induced fields were measured by a spectrum analyzer for all four cavities installed in CESR. Antenna type field probes mounted in wide beam tubes were used for this purpose. Resonance peaks were searched in beam induced field spectra, approximation curves were fit for each peak and the resonance frequencies and Q values of cavity modes were extracted. In those experiments the bunches were moving on the basic (undisturbed) CESR beam orbit4hat means they passed the cavities close to the central axis. Therefore, the beam principally excited monopole modes in the cavities. The results are presented in Figure 5 . Figure 6 shows an example of beam-induced signal where two higher order modes are displayed, with approximation curves and mode parameters.
DISCUSSION
There are some differences between calculated and measured HOM properties that can be seen from comparison of Figures 3 and 5 .
Modes found in the cavities installed in the West part of CESR tunnel (especially in the cavity #2-West) start at lower frequencies than the calculated monopole modes.
Those low frequency modes cf< 950 MHz) are apparently dipole modes excited due to a small residual transverse offset of the beam. It was confirmed in experiments when we saw low frequency modes in other cavities too doing the measurements with an off-axis beam displacement.
There are a certain number of dipole modes among other modes also. We need to do additional experiments and analyses to filter all dipole modes from cavity spectra. Despite a certain amount of dipole modes among all measured modes the total number of modes found is less than it was predicted by computer calculations. One reason of that is a difficulty in finding low Q modes (Q < 100). Their peaks are very wide, they overlap and actually form a general background. That partially explains why the average measured Q values are generally higher (about a half of an order of magnitude) than the average values obtained by computer calculations-we could not see low Q modes.
On the other hand, some high Q modes predicted by calculations were not found also. Apparently, it was due to very low field level in the antenna probe area for those "trapped" modes. And even regular modes having a node of electrical field near the field probe could be overlooked.
Nevertheless, most of higher order modes found in the new CESR superconducting cavities have Q values less than 2000. That is an evidence of satisfactory HOM damping.
